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FINANCIALFOCUS
POSITIONING YOUR FINANCIAL WORLD IN THE GLOBAL ECONOMY

WHEN GOOD NEWS IS
BAD NEWS

T

he financial markets of 2018 can
be summed up with one word,
tumultuous. Stocks suffered
their largest annual decline since 2008
with the Dow Industrials falling 5.6%
and the S&P 500 down 6.2%. Multiple

investment themes and cross currents drove stocks to alltime highs in the U.S. and back down to bear market lows.
Since the beginning of October, we have seen many market
prognosticators call for lower stock prices and a rising number
of individual investors become more pessimistic as they say
they feel in their gut that the market is going to go lower.
With myriad political and economic developments in the
final quarter, the angst felt by investors never had a moment
to subside before the next bout of news shook the markets.
U.S. economic data were mixed, with jobless claims better
than the consensus but the Philadelphia Fed Manufacturing
Index came in significantly below expectations. There have
been many drivers of the recent negative narrative, starting
with the Republicans’ loss of the House in November to
ongoing trade tariff concerns that, at some point, may cause
a significant decline in corporate revenues and profits. News
continued to come fast and furious as President Trump’s
border wall demand was instrumental in the government
shutdown, and the U.S. and its allies continue to accuse
China of espionage and hacking even as China confirms it is
willing to hold trade talks next month.
While the Fed’s action at the recent Federal Open
Market Committee (FOMC) meeting was expected, the
communication from Federal Reserve Chairman Jay Powell
didn’t hit the mark according to economic pundits. He did
not explicitly say that he is going to hold off raising rates
again in the near future, but instead said what any good Fed
Chair should say: we continue to monitor data and manage
our outlook and will adjust monetary policy accordingly.

What is happening is that good news is construed as notgood-enough and bad news is viewed as a catastrophe.
One main driver of volatility is the ongoing removal of a
decade of monetary stimulus from central banks around the
world. They kept interest rates on government bonds lower
than they otherwise might have been in an effort to jumpstart global economies after the financial crisis over ten
years ago. This encouraged investors to shift their allocation
into a higher level of corporate bonds and stocks, acting
like a buoy for both asset classes. The quantitative easing
(QE) dampened market volatility in recent years by acting
like somewhat of a safety net for asset prices. An increase
in volatility reflects normalization in the bond markets,
particularly given the late stage of the current business
cycle. As volatility moves higher, true investors will need
to shift their goals from quarter-to-quarter, year-to-year
benchmarking to more goal-oriented investing.
We are concerned about the market sell off, but we are
forward-looking. Watching and waiting is not an option
given the correlation to the downside in asset classes and
sectors, most importantly between corporate bonds and
equities. All in all, the economic data have been generally
positive. Economies, especially the largest economies in the
world, do not change on a dime. However, risk happens all
at once. The constant challenge is to identify these turning
points with the barrage of data, events and cross currents.

We expect a return to long-term, historical volatility
norms, as market ups and downs will allow us to manage
opportunities to add value.
Global events might have more of a lasting effect on the
markets than in bull markets of the past. Relative valuations
around the world will emerge as an investment theme as
investors search for value and savers will start to get paid to
save with higher interest rates. Both of these are constructive
outcomes of the recent market downdraft and volatility.

With the major FOMC meeting behind us, the next catalyst
for the market remains both hopeful re-engagement in trade
negotiations with China and Q4 corporate earnings results.
Unfortunately, Santa left us with coal in our stockings last
year. In this installment of the Karp Capital Focus we will
discuss the underlying fundamentals driving our investment
thesis, what is in store for investors and how to structure
portfolios as the markets continue to digest economic
realities and events.

MARKET PRICE PERFORMANCE AS OF 12/31/2018
DECEMBER

FOURTH QUARTER

2017

2018

THE CLOSE

DOW

-8.66%

-11.83%

25.08%

-5.63%

23,327.46

S&P 500

-9.18%

-13.97%

19.42%

-6.24%

2,509.85

NASDAQ

-9.48%

-17.54%

28.24%

-3.88%

6,635.28

S&P 400 (Mid Cap)

-11.48%

-17.65%

14.45%

-12.50%

1,663.04

RUSSELL 2000

-12.05%

-20.51%

13.14%

-12.18%

1,348.56

MSCI EAFE

-4.96%

-12.86%

21.78%

-16.14%

1,719.94

GOLD

6.72%

7.71%

13.21%

-1.57%

1,282.20

-10.84%

-38.01%

12.47%

-24.84%

45.41

Morningstar US
Interm-Term Treasury Bond

1.92%

2.89%

1.53%

1.43%

*2.68%

MS Category Avg-Muni CA
Intermediate

0.90%

1.08%

4.72%

0.81%

CRUDE OIL

*10 YEAR TREASURY RATE
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I

nvestor sentiment finished 2018
at extremely depressed levels and
dragged consumer confidence down
with it. The Consumer Confidence
Index fell sharply at the end of the year,
drastically below prior expectations and
pulling back from recent highs. The AAII
Investor Sentiment Survey (American
Association of Individual Investors)
has turned demonstrably bearish with
the percent of bulls now at the lowest
level since March 2016, the last time
the market bottomed. We had been

removing stock exposure throughout
the quarter and adding to our cash
reserves and quality bond holdings as
volatility and market gyrations took
center stage. We do believe that stocks
are extremely oversold, so a small
rally could be expected at some point.
However, that may not mark the end of
the decline as we are looking for new
signs of capitulation. One key difference
between this sell off and those in the
recent past is that the major indices are
positively correlated to the downside.
Every major stock index and average
closed at a 52-week low during the
4th quarter. In the first half of the year,
the corrections were largely due to
overvaluations from quickly climbing

asset prices in January 2018 and the
few months prior. In short, closing
lower than where we were a year ago is
a deviation from the normal corrections
and volatility we saw earlier in the year.
From a technical perspective, we saw
the rug pulled out from under us, leading
to a nose-dive in investor confidence.
Without an upside impetus, it will be
difficult for the market to pull itself out of
the glut of negative investor sentiment
that we experienced at the end of the
year. The mid-term elections, the stall of
Brexit, the government shutdown and
the latest Federal Reserve meeting were
all seen as troublesome developments
by the markets at large. Without being

followed by either a resolution or very
positive economic news, investors have
had little reason to return to the bullish
mentality we’ve seen dominate
the markets for so long.
It’s difficult to assess current
valuation
levels
when
bearish investor sentiment is
dominating markets. As we
mentioned, with the indices
being so positively correlated,
the forceful selloff has been
ubiquitous and undiscerning.
Yet the overall economic
backdrop is constructive,
with retail sales rising .2%
in November, better than analyst
consensus. Furthermore, if you remove
gas sales, they rose an even more
impressive .5% as the drag from falling
oil and energy prices is factored out, a
boon to the consumer. Consumers with
more money in their pockets are happier

consumers, a reason why consumer
sentiment was at recent highs before
pulling back due to market drops. We

expect CEOs to maintain a positive
outlook for 2019 as the core economic
data support current valuations. This
wouldn’t be an unreasonable stance as
evidenced by the 2018 holiday season.
Online sales increased 18% year-overyear and in-store sales increased 4.3%.

Strong fundamentals led to revised
expectations for fourth quarter GDP
estimates from many economists,
including the Atlanta Fed which
raised its projection to 3.0% up
from 2.4%. Factors such as these
undermine the argument for an
impending recession and make
the case for more strategic asset
management moving forward. If
the Federal Reserve continues to
take liquidity from the markets
and economic data continue to
weaken in the near term, it would
change the outlook to suggest a
significant rising threat of a real
recession-style bear market in
stocks. But if the Fed remains amenable
to changing data, including falling
consumer prices, we believe there are
still equity market opportunities that lie
ahead if you know where to look.

THE PL AY BOOK

2018 was a year of constructive
conversations and portfolio reviews
with clients, reassessing their risk
tolerance and long-term goals given
a changing market environment. We
expect the same for 2019. February and
March suffered corrections that both spooked investors
and re-instilled in the minds of many that bull markets only
run so far; we took opportunities to sell equities and add to
our bond and fixed-income exposure. October presented
a similar scenario to those earlier in the year, a correction
of roughly the same magnitude which unnerved investors
because it seemed like deja vu. November showed us the
same attempts at a recovery we saw before, only to fail
miserably in December.

All 11 sectors in the S&P 500 are projected to report yearover-year growth in earnings, marking the highest growth
rate in eight years. In 2018 earnings growth was led by
Industrials, Consumer Discretionary, Energy and Financials.
This solid growth however didn’t translate directly to stock

returns with Industrials (-15.95%), Financials (-15.74%) and
Energy (-21.10%) all down double digits for the year. This
was a theme in 2018 as fundamentals were often ignored
when sentiment turns negative, high-volume selling takes
hold and lack of liquidity overtakes the markets.
Our strategy focuses on sectors that tend to perform well
given the plethora of current events dominating headlines.
Financials typically perform well in a rising interest rate
environment, though this year they did not. Small Caps are
less correlated with international trade and were therefore
a favorite as tensions with China grew. That too, was
unsuccessful. While the Health Care sector as a whole was
one of the few positive sectors for the year, Biotech and
Health Care Technology were industries that aggressively

sold off at the end of the year when investors fled from
growth. This is not to say that fundamentals are not
important, or that macro analysis should be ignored, but it
does illustrate how investors completely lost their appetite
for risk at the end of the year. It also shows that not all risks
are known or can be known, and that a diversified asset
allocation, and a strategy that accounts for risk, is prudent
for long-term growth.
Given the Fed’s recent policy comments and decisions, we
are cautious about a future earnings recession and rotation
considering the medium and longer-term outlook stated by

We believe that Q4 corporate earnings results will continue
to show revenue and earnings growth trends, albeit at a
slower pace than we saw in the first half of 2018.
It is important to note that, from a longer-term investment
perspective, the Treasury yield spread between 2 year and
10 year bonds has not inverted yet. Statistically it is more
likely that we will we see sustained volatility, or potentially
a more-pronounced period of profit-taking and market
pullbacks. In 2008-09 the S&P had 13 rallies greater than
4%. When markets become oversold it’s common to have
short-covering rallies. While in the short term we don’t

ALL 11 SECTORS IN THE S&P 500 ARE PROJECTED TO REPORT YEAROVER-YEAR GROWTH IN EARNINGS, MARKING THE HIGHEST GROWTH
RATE IN EIGHT YEARS.
the central bank. While short-term bounces could favor the
cyclical sectors, barring a major rebound in economic data
or a surprisingly strong corporate earnings period, we’ll
likely use those bounces to continue reallocating portfolios
to lower-volatility holdings and defensive sectors such as
consumer staples, utilities and dividend-yielding stocks.
Looking across asset classes, we are adding gold exposure
through the SPDR Gold Shares ETF (GLD) and intermediate
and longer-term Treasuries. We will continue to transition to
the sectors and strategies that fare better in the late stage
of the economic cycle. With record low unemployment,
a reasonably confident consumer, and healthy growth in
durable goods orders we can see that economic growth
wasn’t immediately arrested in the fourth quarter.

like selling into market weakness and at relative lows, it is
important that asset allocations continue to be adjusted
to reflect individual goals, risk tolerance and appropriate
cash positions to take advantage of future investment
opportunities. Keep in mind, the markets have a natural
upward bias, though it’s never a straight line.
As almost certainly a transitional year, 2019 will provide
opportunities to refocus on fundamentals, take advantage
of price dislocations, and target investment possibilities
when the market shows signs that we’ve cleared these
major headwinds. Please give us a call to talk about how
the investment strategy above will work for you.

FEDER AL BAL ANCING AC T

T

he myriad of data and factors that go into key interest
rate policy decisions by the Federal Reserve are well
covered, both in the media and our prior editions of the
Financial Focus Newsletter and Podcasts. The Fed is charged
with the difficult balancing act of maximizing employment,
stabilizing prices (managing inflation), and moderating longterm interest rates. Over the last few years, investors have
been myopically focused on whether the Fed should raise
short term interest rates to prevent the economy from overheating, leading to unwieldy inflation.
At its recent policy meeting in December, Powell once again
raised rates, as most expected, for the fourth time in 2018.
This had been despite Trump’s antagonistic tweeting towards
the Fed Chairman in an attempt to sway policy decisions

and prevent the new round of hikes.
However, it was clear that the executive
interference affected the expectations of
some investors when the long-expected
rate rise jolted the markets. But it wasn’t
as much what the Fed had done as the
future guidance they gave, and the way
in which they presented their plans, that
caused a shift in investor outlook.
Though investors have keenly focused
on short-term interest rates and how
they’ll affect growth and the yield curve
moving forward, a new sharp focus has
been given to the Federal Reserve’s
balance sheets. The reduction of bond
holdings from the era of extreme
monetary stimulus and Quantitative
Easing is naturally hawkish and has
gone under the radar. Even if the Fed
didn’t hike at all in 2019, liquidity would
continue to drain from the markets
due to the balance sheet reduction. In

the minutes from the meeting, Powell
described the strategy of how they
plan to unwind these massive holdings
as “on autopilot” which sent shock
waves through the markets. This is an
unprecedented situation for the Fed to
be in, and to describe the process in
not-so-strategic terms without mention
or consideration of economic data was
disconcerting.
In 2019, $600 billion in liquidity will be
removed from the markets, doing more
to slow down a bull market than what
systematic rate hikes would accomplish.
The Fed’s tightening will naturally lead to
a decrease in borrowing activity, further
removing liquidity and cash from the
markets. Given the current economic
environment, we expect the Federal
Reserve to be more attuned to changing
conditions. For example, with energy
prices plummeting on concerns of global

TR ADE TENSIONS

I

t would be difficult to rank each of
the issues that troubled the markets
in 2018, but you could certainly
make the argument that a U.S.-China
trade war was one of the top stories.
Soon after January’s stellar rise, tariff announcements
dulled the market’s euphoria. Since then, it’s been a cloud
hanging over investors and dimming their enthusiasm.

growth, inflation’s climb has abated.
In November, the labor department
announced that its Consumer Price Index
(CPI) was unchanged. Energy prices
dropped 2.2%, including a 4.2% drop in
gasoline prices specifically. The Personal
Consumption Expenditure (PCE) Index
is at an annual pace of 1.8%, under the
Fed’s target of 2%.
The Fed has some wiggle room to be
accommodative to changing conditions.
In the long run, higher interest rates
benefit savers and support a healthy
financial system. They also give the
Fed ammunition for the next economic
downturn, but we don’t want to sacrifice
current economic health to get to that
position. The Fed should allow the
economy to grow as long as the data are
within the targeted levels.

Though the year has had flurries of false starts on trade
negotiations between the two economic power houses,
there have been signs of thawing tensions. Progress
seemed to have been made after President Xi Jinping
of China and Donald Trump met at the G20 summit in
Argentina in December, where a 30-day cease on new tariffs
was announced. The Chinese president also promised to
work to resolve the “reasonable concerns” from the U.S.
surrounding intellectual property (IP) theft. Shortly after,
the government laid out 38 different punishments for IP
violations, an unprecedented and welcome development
on the path to negotiations.
After some confusion, and in an effort of good faith, the
Chinese Finance Ministry announced in a statement that it
would remove the 25% additional retaliatory tariffs on car
imports from the U.S. for the first quarter of 2019. These
concessions are promising for January’s trade negotiations,
but we remain cautiously optimistic. If all goes well, a trade
deal could be the catalyst needed to give the bull market
what it needs to finish its run. With slowing growth around
the globe, increasing trade from the two largest economies
in the world would give investors some of the confidence
that was zapped from them in 2018. We remain vigilant
to take advantage of opportunities that may arise from
the thawing tensions and the possibility of reentering the
international markets that we left when tensions started to
boil early in 2018.

OIL CHANGES

T

he oil market is
the law of supply
and demand at
its most macro level.

The commodity has fueled the world
for a century with only a handful
of producers and yet ubiquitously

consumed. However, the market
remains saturated with surplus
despite the recently announced cuts
in production from OPEC. Part of
this glut may be due to the United
States becoming a net exporter
of oil and refined fuels for the first
time in decades. The oversupply

expectations that have been driving
prices lower even included growth
forecasts that seem to be further
out of reach as tensions between the
U.S. and China on trade are hindering
growth opportunities. With a
smorgasbord of political tensions
culminating around the world, oil has
found it nearly impossible to find any
levels of support in its downward
spiral. Beyond the political turmoil,
the demand side of the equation
remains fraught with worry that

global growth is slowing, and future
consumption of oil could slow down
with it. Oil falling over 40% in the
fourth quarter helped exacerbate
the broader market’s fall.
This is not to say that oil’s fall is all
doom and gloom. To the contrary,

it presents plenty of positives to
the consumer, the markets, and the
economy at large. The fall in energy
prices has curbed rising consumer
prices, helping to increase demand
and expenditures in other sectors
of the economy. We saw this with
2018’s holiday spending at multiyear highs. By leaving more money
in the pocket of the consumer, we
can expect demand to be given a
lift, and the consumer discretionary
sector to benefit.
If low energy and gas prices continue,
it can have a depressive effect on
inflation which would be sure to grab
the attention of the Federal Reserve
when making key interest rate
decisions. With lower prices pulling
inflation numbers down, the data
the Fed uses to monitor economic
activity could make the case for a
pause in rate hikes. At the same time,
the detrimental effect it has on the
energy industry at large could hurt
overall economic production and
potentially drag unemployment
up in energy-focused regions of the
country. Lower oil prices will not be
the market’s saving grace, nor will
it be its downfall. It’s one of many
cross currents that is affecting
consumer spending, inflation, and
economic growth. We’re monitoring
the situation while the market seeks
equilibrium.

TURN THAT FROWN UPSIDE-DOWN
2018 was a rollercoaster year, reaching all-time highs and
52-week lows, which positioned markets to start the new
year at equity values we haven’t seen since mid-2017. Not
every market is going to be a buy-the-dip environment, but
there are long-term planning options available when stocks
take significant slides as they did in the fourth quarter of

2018. One strategy to consider is a Roth conversion for
your IRA assets.
By converting assets held in your IRA after a precipitous
drop in the market, you’re able to put a larger portion of
your retirement assets into a Roth IRA with the same tax

liability as you would have been able to at market highs. By
proactively repositioning your retirement portfolio, you can
benefit from paying taxes on those assets now and avoid
paying them entirely in the future. Beyond the slumped
asset prices, the first quarter of 2019 is an opportune time
as you are already engaged with your CPA and finalizing
your 2018 tax preparation. Given your specific tax scenario,
and a less-than-stellar year for market performance, it may
be advantageous to consider tax planning strategies that
are forward-thinking.
The assets in your Roth IRA are growing tax-free because
you’ve already paid taxes upon conversion. You don’t need
to take Required Minimum Distributions (RMD) after you

reach the age of 70 ½ as you would on other types of
IRAs and retirement plans. By limiting your future RMD
obligations, it will help mitigate your taxable income in
retirement and could result in Medicare premium savings.
Also, if you don’t foresee needing those funds in your
lifetime, you’ll be saving your heirs on their future tax
liability by leaving them an inheritance without an income
tax obligation.
Let’s use this as an opportunity to discuss with your CPA
if a Roth conversion makes sense for you. By looping in
your team of advisors, we can develop a plan to efficiently
manage both your assets and tax liability for the new year
and beyond.

SHARE YOUR LIFE

We hope that during last month’s
holiday festivities you had the chance
to gather your family together and
spend quality time with
the people you care about.

net returns of happiness? Reaching your financial goals is
more than a secure retirement. It’s the meaningful things
that are made possible by your money. What is your
definition of success?

We spend our year working with you
towards your financial goals so the life
you share with loved ones has one less
distraction. You don’t work hard and save
to see a number go up and down on a
statement. You do it because you want
your wealth to help you get the most out of
what life has to offer. By setting long-term
goals and taking the necessary steps to
achieve them, you’ve laid the groundwork
to achieve what you set your mind to.
We encourage you to spend this time
reviewing your goals with your loved ones.
Let them know how they factor into your
plans and how much they mean to you. It’s
important to consider how your lifestyle
or the lifestyle of your loved ones would
be affected if there were a sudden change in your financial
future. You should have a plan in place that will allow you
and your family to sustain the opportunities your hard work
has opened to you.
What experiences do you want to continue to have? Think
about the last trip you took or an experience you hope
everyone gets to have. What can you do to maximize your

It’s not always easy to talk about your wealth or your
legacy. We have the tools available to you to begin that
conversation or delve deeper into the conversations you’ve
already started. Call our office and let us know if you’re
ready to have these conversations. We are here to help
you create, implement and share your financial plan. By
focusing on what’s truly important, you’re not only setting
yourself up for success but your loved ones too.

CLIENT SPOTLIGHT:
OPHELIA BASGAL

O

phelia Basgal is currently a
Visiting Scholar at the UC
Berkeley Terner Center for
Housing Innovation and Senior
Executive Consultant for both
LeSar Development Consultants
and Inclusion Inc., a diversity and
inclusion consulting firm. Ophelia was
the Region IX Regional Administrator for the Department
of Housing Urban Development (HUD) from 2010-2016
where she was recognized as a national expert on housing
and community development issues. Prior to this position,
she was a Vice President at PG&E from 2005- 2010. At
PG&E, she managed the company’s $20 million charitable

contributions program and oversaw the company’s
community
engagement
programs,
partnerships
with community-based organizations, and employee
volunteerism program for 20,000 employees. Ophelia was
the Executive Director of the Alameda County and Dublin
Housing Authorities from 1978-2005 before joining PG&E.
Ophelia has a BA with Distinction
from Arizona State University
and Masters in Social Welfare,
with a specialty in Administration,
from the University of California,
Berkeley. She remains an active
member in the community serving
on the Boards of Trustees of the
San Francisco Foundation, Mills College and the Alameda
County California Employees’ Retirement Association, an
$8+ billion public pension fund and the advisory boards of
the Public Policy Institute of California and the UC Berkeley
Goldman School of Public Policy. Ophelia’s a boot camp
fanatic, former jogger and now walker. She also spends a
week each year hiking in the beautiful red rock country of
southern Utah with a group of 15+ women.

Peter C. Karp

All of us at Karp Capital Management thank you for your continued
patronage. It is a privilege to help you, your family and friends

Karp Capital
Management Corporation

reach financial goals. Please remember that we appreciate your
support and we’re flattered when you refer your family and

Registered Investment Advisor

friends. If you know someone that would enjoy our commentary

peter@karpcapital.com
karpcapital.com

on the market, please share the newsletter with them. If they
would like to receive our quarterly commentary please direct
them to sign up for the email edition at karpcapital.com.

P: 415.345.8185 | F: 415.869.2832

If you have any questions on the analysis above, or
would like to review your portfolio’s performance,
please call us at 1.877.900.KARP(5277). At Karp
Capital, we care about your financial world and how it
is positioned in the global economy.

Mailing Address: 2269 Chestnut St., #308
San Francisco, CA 94123
Office Address: 221 Caledonia St.
Sausalito, CA 94965
Follow Us:

fi
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